Nostalgia

Date
2001

Primary Maker
Yoichi Ohira

Medium
Glass

Description
Vessels, "Nostalgia". Opaque ivory, white, chestnut, red, transparent blue and purple, aquamarine and black powders; fused, blown, cased, cut, colored powders, inlays. a) Opera N. 1 (Cratere (crater)): Conical shaped bowl with thin red band applied on rim with transparent blob shaped inlays in midst of murrine slices. b) Opera N. 2 (Logo (lake)): Squat cylindrical shape rounding at base edge and at shoulder into short tapering neck with red applied band at rim. c) Opera N. 3 (Cascata (waterfall)): Tall tapering cylindrical form rounding slightly at shoulder into small short tapering cylindrical neck with red applied band at rim.

Dimensions
Overall a) H: 15.9 cm, Diam: 31.1 cm; b) H: 11.3 cm, Diam: 20.5 cm; c) H: 24.3 cm, Diam: 12.4 cm

Credit Line
16th Rakow Commission, purchased with funds from the Juliette K. and Leonard S. Rakow Endowment Fund

Object number
2001.3.18